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Abstract 
Among viruses, Rhabdovirus, more commonly known as rabies, is largely mo- 
nitored throughout landscapes because of its known risks and deadliness. 
While vaccination and education efforts have been enforced and apparently 
successful in the past decades, many questions still exist in some regions about 
the virus’s spread and potential. In the United States, the state of Tennessee’s 
Department of Health has documented rabies reports from the 1940s-2010s, 
but not as many spatial analyses have been performed to further map and as-
sess rabid animals in this variable landscape. Our study proposed to create 
distribution and density models to give an idea of the types of locations rabid 
animals have consistently been found. A predictive model was also created 
using software that simulated landscape fragmentation and habitat connectiv-
ity, to provide further insight for potential disease spread. Our results display 
that Tennessee’s central region, which is a more homogenous landscape, 
tended to host a lot of rabid animals and maintained a rather consistent dis-
tribution throughout the years. The predictive model was simulated on a less 
homogenous landscape and displayed that spread potential can be affected by 
natural barriers. Each of these spatial results could be of service in future dis-
ease monitoring, hopefully for the benefit of wildlife and people alike. 
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1. Introduction 

Spatially and temporally, diseases have earned a noticeable level of recognition 
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worldwide. All life forms are continually threatened by imminent diseases, yet 
these phenomena have also provided topics of ongoing research and obstacles to 
overcome [1]. Such has emerged for a renowned virus that has continuously 
made its subtle, yet obvious, presence in the United States: Rhabdovirus, more 
commonly known as Rabies. Typically, the thought of this virus strikes fear into 
humans, whether for themselves or for beloved pets, especially in American cul-
ture [2]. In truth, rabies affects more than just domesticated animals, as it im-
pacts a greater percentage of wildlife annually, with more than 90% of rabies 
cases in the United States reported in wildlife [3]. The stigma attached to the vi-
rus is not as pronounced currently as in years past, but it simultaneously brings 
attention to furthering research efforts. As with any virus, considering where ra-
bies is still found, analyzing how fast it is spreading, and reflecting on prevention 
efforts can only expand on preexisting knowledge of this zoonotic disease. 

Apart from Australia, Antarctica, and several island systems, rabies exists on a 
global scale [4] [5]. The virus itself is only found to exist in animals, primarily 
being terrestrial mammals and it thrives in this group [2] [6]. Furthermore, it is 
the class of mammals that might be considered of moderate size and appear to 
be most prominent. In the United States, these species include, but are not li-
mited to: raccoons (Procyon lotor), skunks (Mephitis mephitis), bats (15 mem-
bers of family Vespertilionidae), foxes (Urocyon cinereoargenteus and Vulpus 
vulpes), and coyotes/dogs (Canis latrans and Canis lupus familiaris) [3] [6]. 
Across the country, trends of host species have been observed for each region, 
consequently displaying broad distributions for the disease. Raccoons function 
as the main rabies reservoir along the Atlantic coast, while skunks and foxes are 
the main groups toward the west; the northernmost range (approximately up to 
71˚N) exists in Alaska with foxes [6]. While the virus is rather widespread, 
though, its absence of information in certain sections of the west and of the 
southeast can lead to questions of what is necessary for it to abide in existing lo-
cations. 

Viruses require a host to replicate themselves and spread; for rabies, that host 
must be a certain kind of mammal in which the genetic strands can embed into 
the RNA and thrive [6]. Besides mammalian pets and wildlife, humans are also 
affected by rabies, which has been noted by the US Center for Disease Control 
(CDC) for years [6]. Rabies is most often transmitted through saliva, typically 
with a bite from the infected. Many humans have been exposed to the virus in 
this fashion from a rabid animal, as it is known that rabid animals display no 
fear of humans and considerable aggression [3] [6]. In particular, sections of 
China were reported to have large outbreaks of humans contracting rabies, as 
stray dogs and humans commonly interact in less developed regions [7]. Having 
transient and widely distributed host animals assists in the virus’ potential to 
spread rapidly, as displayed in China’s case. The occurrence of this outbreak dis-
plays the need for education and awareness in all places, to prevent future spread 
that may occur from simple, yet unexpected, encounters [7]. 
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As rabies continues to exist in various geographies, further studies have been 
performed worldwide to observe and predict its capabilities and impacts. In 
China, the virus was observed to begin in 139 counties in 2000; seven years later, 
that number increased to 980 counties, encompassing most of China’s more de-
veloped region [7]. Similarly, the Indonesian archipelago has observed an emer-
gence throughout the islands, as they gathered reports from each region using 
GPS points and GIS tools [8]. In Greece, a rabies outbreak was documented 
during 2012-2014, where certain agricultural landscapes were noted to facilitate 
rabid wildlife movement [9]. Studies in each of these regions display that the vi-
rus functions throughout island nations as well as homogenous landscapes. 

Within the United States, other levels of research have taken place in regard to 
modelling network activity and predictions [4] [10]. Connecticut has performed 
network studies, analyzing the speed of spread of rabies throughout the state and 
what paths of travel it has taken [11]. In Wyoming, spatial and temporal patterns 
of how a rabid raccoon might travel across the landscape have been predicted 
[12]. Northern Texas has sought to create a simple rabies model for interactions 
between skunks and bats, which are two prominent rabies vectors in the state 
[13]. Those cases represent a few forms of recent research efforts toward possible 
solutions, while influencing future ideas to expand upon. 

2. Justifying Tennessee’s Need for Rabies Monitoring 

As more is discovered of the rabies virus, new questions and research opportuni-
ties arise, especially for areas of the country that receive a lesser amount of atten-
tion. Specifically, the southeastern section of Tennessee has not posted any pub-
lic updates regarding what the spread status of rabies is now, while citizens are 
commonly wary. Vaccination efforts and prevention methods via bait have been 
reported successful in recent decades, but this still leaves questions as to whether 
the virus is totally eradicated or is still a cause of concern [3]. In truth, the virus 
may have spread to unknown and unmonitored locations, or perhaps the data 
has yet to be released to the public. Some agencies from which to gather rabies 
data include the CDC, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), the US De-
partment of Health and Human Services (USDHHS), and Tennessee Wildlife 
Resources Agency (TWRA), as each gain records of cases reported in certain re-
gions [3]. But again, not all regions receive the same amount of surveillance and 
therefore would result in data gaps. 

Because of the many questions rabies poses in Tennessee (see Figure 1), we 
are driven to perform spatial analysis and modeling of the rabies virus distribu-
tion for both the state and southeastern Tennessee region. Analyzing historic 
and present data allows a spatiotemporal view on disease spread to better eluci-
date areas of concern. Not only does this have the potential to reveal the capacity 
of rabies presence in this section of the country, but it could also provide insight 
on future plans of action in combating the virus [10]. 

While monitoring rabies may be done in any area, the variable geography of  
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Figure 1. The region of interest, Tennessee, highlighted in blue and showcasing the broadness of the area. 

 
southeastern Tennessee and Appalachian region requires special attention to as-
sess the landscape for natural barriers or corridors of travel [10] [14]. In contrast 
to states like Kansas or Oklahoma, which are more prairie-like, eastern Tennes-
see contains a ridge and valley system that produces a much different arena for 
the wildlife. The significance of this lies with the type of area to be analyzed, as 
the region’s potential for disease facilitation has been previously understudied. 

In conjunction with recorded GPS points, including some ecological data, 
such as the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) 2011, would be appropriate to 
extrapolate what areas rabies seems to “prefer most”. Along with this, a habitat 
connectivity model could also reveal correlation between habitat types and “dis-
ease corridors”, where NLCD data will be necessary [10] [14]. However, a level 
of bias must be considered, as the virus would have had to have been observed 
by humans and with some proximity to developed areas. One might question – 
is it possible to accurately map where rabies resides most and predict its spread 
from there? Therefore, we hypothesize that using habitat connectivity modeling 
will provide a new aspect of disease monitoring and prediction of the rabies vi-
rus distribution. 

3. Materials and Methods 
3.1. Hardware and Software Requirements 

Executing complex spatial analyses consumes a significant portion of computer 
processing and results typically occupy gigabytes of space, creating a relatively 
high computational demand. The software used included ArcGIS Desktop 10.2 for 
primary GIS processing, along with two specialized GIS tools being considered for 
landscape analysis and prediction: Fragstats and Circuitscape 4.0. In general, 
Fragstats [15] is a software that specializes in generating habitat patches, while 
CircuitScape performs habitat network calculations [16]. The success of Circuits-
cape’s processing [16] depends on the computer’s amount of RAM, where the res-
olution of the input can affect the processing. According to the Circuitscape user 
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guide, at least 2 gigabytes of RAM are required to handle simple tasks, though 
insufficient RAM is the most common cause of program failure [16]. Similarly, 
Fragstats requires 2 gigabytes of RAM at minimum, but a computer having at 
least 4 gigabytes is preferable [15]. With these aspects in mind, a computer with 
8 GB of RAM, an i5 Intel Core processor, and approximately 250 GB of hard 
drive space was used for this project, as those specifications were adequate to ba-
sic memory and processing requirements. 

3.2. Rabies Occurrence Data Acquisition  
and Initial Data Processing 

To begin, GPS points of documented rabies cases were sought after from a 
couple of health agencies. First to be contacted was the CDC; however, the data 
they possessed could not be shared. Second, the Tennessee Department of Health 
(TDH) was contacted and point data was successfully acquired. The agency also 
included a file that contained all counties of Tennessee and rabies information 
for each county, which assisted in referencing all points to their locations. Fur-
thermore, the points ranged back to 1942, which would allow for a great amount 
of historical analysis. With these pieces of data in possession, it would now be 
possible to analyze temporal ranges and densities throughout the state and over 
time [1].  

However, while the point data included 12, 889 reported cases of animal ra-
bies, ranging from 1942-2014 by county, the points were programmed to be 
randomly generated in their respective counties. This presented a shift in the ul-
timate direction and broadened some focuses, but still allowed for general spatial 
processing.  

As the amount of cases was so large, it was appropriate to break them up by 
time eras; the entire point shapefile was split into decades by repeatedly selecting 
attribute and exporting the selections to separate files. Thus, standalone files for 
the 1940s, 1950s, 1960s, etc. could then be viewed and finer details could be 
made out over time. From those files, polygons were generated for each decade 
era to define the basic range of the rabies virus within Tennessee. A model was 
created to efficiently create each of these ranges, which input a point shapefile, 
converted them to a series of lines, and then converted the final output into a 
polygon (see Figure 2). Each of these range polygons were stored in a feature 
dataset, which was also contained in a file geodatabase created to store the gen-
erated files in this project.  

Following the creation of general ranges, temporal densities with each decade 
were sought to be processed. By viewing the points alone, it was evident that 
certain counties contained clusters of points, displaying concentrations of re-
ported rabies cases. Another model was created for each point file to be pro- 
cessed with the Kernel Density tool, which calculates the amount of concentra-
tion of points within an area and considers the proximity of the points (see Fig-
ure 3). 
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Figure 2. An ArcGIS workflow built for creating rabies distribution polygons for each decade, utilizing tools that convert the ra-
bies presence points to lines, converting lines to polygons, and lastly dissolving lines in the polygon to produce a continuous po-
lygon representing geographic distribution. 
 

 
Figure 3. An ArcGIS workflow built to process rabies density models throughout the decades, where rabies points are processed 
with the Kernel Density too and the resulting raster is trimmed to Tennessee. 
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Along with general density, the prevalence of certain species throughout the 
areas was noticed, thus brought the need to highlight these species for each dec-
ade: Dog, Fox, and Skunk. Two other species of concern were also considered: 
Bat and Raccoon. A visual for each era was created, with only the specified ani-
mals included on the legend (if present in the decade), and exported. 

3.3. Data Preparation for Predictive Modeling 

The Memphis, Nashville, Chattanooga, Knoxville, and Tri-Cities areas were found 
to contain high concentrations of rabies cases, as was evident from the cumula-
tive density layer. Therefore, the counties with the highest concentrations of ra-
bies were selected and set aside for clipping, due to the apparent significance in 
cases. Perhaps the greatest question at this point is: what habitats are hosting ra-
bid animals?  

Acquiring the NLCD data from the government posted site was the next step 
in finding an answer to this question. Though the 2011 dataset was initially 
thought to be needed, the 2000s era was more complete as a decade in its docu-
mentation of rabies cases. Knowing this, NLCD 2001 was selected for its spati-
otemporal relevancy to the 2000s era rabies cases documented, also being rele-
vant for simulating distribution trajectory. This data was found to be rendered in 
the same resolution as NLCD 2011.  

The NLCD 2001 data was downloaded and uploaded onto ArcMap, which was 
soon after clipped to the defined counties from earlier. Doing this revealed that 
while deciduous forest was the most dominant land cover type of all the coun-
ties, the areas that experienced incredibly high concentrations also contained 
noticeable proportions of impervious surfaces and hay/pasture lands. Based on 
the trends of impervious surfaces and hay/pasture lands, along with the known 
ecology of wildlife known to utilize those lands, these areas were selected as the 
habitat types for modeling connectivity. 

3.4. Spatial Analysis with Fragstats and Circuitscape 

The Chattanooga area and five other southeastern Tennessee counties were tar-
geted for the predictive modeling, for the sake of time potentially required for 
the process and computational capability. Outside of Hamilton county, the fol-
lowing counties were selected: Bradley, Polk, Rhea, Meigs, and McMinn (see 
Figure 4). These counties are directly to the north and east of Hamilton, and 
have also displayed some cases for rabies in the 2000s. From the counties shape-
file provided by the TDH, these 6 counties were selected and exported to become 
a separate file. From there, this new boundary allowed for an extraction of the 
NLCD 2001 by using the Extract by Mask tool for the raster. 

Fragstats is a program that specializes in identifying habitat fragmentation 
and ranking habitat patches according to quality based on the geometry of each 
area [15]. Running this tool will yield an output file that can be used to process 
habitat connectivity. The program is very specific in what files will run; the newly 
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Figure 4. The study region chosen for predictive modeling, which includes the Tennessee counties of Hamilton, Rhea, Meigs, 
Bradley, McMinn, and Polk, all of which are in the southeastern area of the state. 
 

clipped NLCD had to be converted into a binary format for it to be able to frag-
ment the landscape into patches. This was done by performing a series of reclas-
sifications using the Reclassify tool in ArcGIS, in which the hay/pasture and im-
pervious surfaces were reclassified to 1 and all other surfaces were reclassified to 
0, indicating areas where the surfaces of interest are absent. Because the NLCD 
does not include road surfaces, those also had to be added using the Raster Cal-
culator tool and the subsequent file experienced another reclassification. After 
these steps, the file needed to be converted into ASCII format, as this file type 
consistently runs successfully on Fragstats.  

After Fragstats [15] processed the ASCII, a newly patched ASCII file and a 
patch file, which is essentially a data table of metrics, were created as the output. 
The patch table was loaded into Microsoft Excel, converted into a *.csv file, and 
then loaded into ArcMap. With the patched ASCII and *.csv file both present, 
they were joined by the attribute table and a patch feature was selected to 
represent the new raster. The CAI (core area index) patch was selected to be the 
main fragmentation feature from this join, as this feature is a calculated form of 
habitat integrity, ranking each patch in its ratio of edge-to-core habitat area [17]. 
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Following this, another reclassification was performed to separate the values into 
10 categories in this case, 1 being the “best for spread” and 10 being the “worst 
for spread”.  

In order to execute Circuitscape [16], the program that is used to model con-
nectivity over a landscape, two files are needed: one to represent focal nodes, 
which highlight areas of interest to solve connection combinations for, and one 
to represent the resistance/conductance, on which the program will attempt to 
solve for each of the focal nodes. The Core Area Index (CAI) file that resulted 
from Fragstats was converted to ASCII to function as the resistance/conductance. 
As for the nodes, some of the existing rabies points were used as a simulation for 
this predictive model. As 30 connectivity pairs would be needed for a sufficient 
sample, 11 nodes were created (one extra in case a node drops out); these nodes 
were converted from point to raster, then raster to ASCII. Another key aspect to 
note is that these ASCII files must be in the same resolution and extent in order 
to run together [16]. The pixel resolution for these files had to be shifted to ap-
proximately 40 m during all of the conversions, which proved to be fine enough 
to make out details, while coarse enough for the computer to handle processing. 

4. Results 

Each phase of the spatial analysis was built on previous modeling steps: the dis-
tribution models revealed the occurrence history, the cumulative density re-
vealed which land features may have been exploited by primary carriers of ra-
bies, and the habitat connectivity modelling simulated how certain landscapes 
could facilitate disease spread. The graphics highlighted in the following sections 
are a testament to each of these aspects.  

4.1. Distribution Models 

The polygon ranges throughout the decades appeared rather broad, though per-
haps also covered areas that were not otherwise documented with cases. Throughout 
the 1940s (see Figure 5), rabies reports were very broad and statewide, causing 
the range to touch almost every area of the state; this coincided with a great 
amount of rabies cases of dogs. In the 1950s (see Figure 6), the range expe-
rienced a slight retraction, though still remained rather broad. Reports in the 
1960s (see Figure 7) were decreased in western Tennessee, yet the range chan-
neled toward the Memphis area; meanwhile, the central region had a solid pres-
ence, which coincided with a boom in rabies cases of foxes. In a similar way, the 
1970s range (see Figure 8) displayed broad coverage in central Tennessee, but 
this was more reflective of the increase of skunk rabies cases. From the 1980s to 
the 2010s (see Figures 9-12), central and northeastern Tennessee maintained a 
steady flow of rabies cases while gradually decreasing in the west and southeast 
sections. These distribution models per decade represent conservative estimates 
due to gaps in reporting and landscape buffering, though still present visualiza-
tion on general presence. 
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Figure 5. This polygon represents the rabies range of occurrence during the 1940s, where the range is observed to cover most of 
Tennessee. 
 

 
Figure 6. During the 1950s, the range for rabies in Tennessee was slightly retracted in the northwest, but still rather broad 
throughout the state. 
 

 
Figure 7. While rabies distribution was broad in the central and eastern regions of Tennessee during the 1960s, western distribu-
tions became more narrowed.  
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Figure 8. In the 1970s, the rabies reports in the west decreased, while the central and northeastern regions displayed solid preva-
lence, as reflected by this polygon. 
 

 
Figure 9. In the 1980s, the western rabies distribution expanded again, while being solid in the central and eastern regions. 

 

 
Figure 10. In the 1990s, some sections of southeastern Tennessee experienced retractions in distribution, while the west began 
displaying more expansion. 
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Figure 11. By the 2000s, rabies distribution became broadened to most regions of the state, while not being present as much in the 
northwestern area. 
 

 
Figure 12. This polygon is reflective of rabies cases documented up to 2014, which makes the 2010s an incomplete dataset. Still, a 
retraction of cases in the west and southeast is noticeable, with areas in the central and northeast regions still having solid pres-
ence. 

4.2. Density Models 

Performing a kernel density of all rabies cases in Tennessee revealed high con-
centrations in certain counties and regions of the state (see Figure 13). Shelby 
county displayed the most density in western Tennessee; Davidson, Williamson, 
Rutherford, Maury, Wilson, Robertson, and Sumner counties displayed the most 
density in central Tennessee; Hamilton county displayed the most density in 
southeastern Tennessee; Knox, Washington, and Sullivan counties displayed the 
most density in northeastern Tennessee.  

The densities per region were reflective of influxes of animal species with high 
case counts. In the 1940s, all majorly populated counties reported a high amount 
of dog cases (see Figure 14), which also continued into the 1950s (see Figure 15). 
From the 1960s-1990s, the central and northeastern sections of the state main-
tained the highest densities due to rising cases reported in foxes and skunks, with 
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cases of bats also being reported in various parts of the state (see Figures 16-19). 
In the 2000s, raccoons were reported with rabies for the first time in Tennessee, 
occurring in the eastern region of the state (see Figure 20). By the 2010s, rabies 
cases have the appearance of decreasing in case count, but the amount of skunks 
reported is still of concern (see Figure 21).  

Overall, the densities of cases displayed which areas received the most rabies 
 

 
Figure 13. A cumulative density map of the rabies cases reported in Tennessee, from the 
1940s-2010s; highly populated regions were noted to have had some of the highest densi-
ties of rabies reports. 

 

 
Figure 14. Throughout the 1940s, dogs accounted for 2145 out of 2442 rabies reports to-
tal, while foxes were the second most reported with 35 cases. 
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Figure 15. Throughout the 1950s, dogs accounted for 1327 out of 2456 rabies reports total, indicating a rabies decline for that 
species, while reports for foxes grew to 633. 
 

 
Figure 16. Throughout the 1960s, rabies cases in foxes grew significantly, accounting for 1966 out of 3294 cases total, while dog 
cases declined to 279. Skunk cases became more noticeable at 253, while bat cases began occurring more in west and eastern Ten-
nessee. 
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Figure 17. In contrast to the 1960s, the 1970s cases were split in dominance between skunks and foxes, where skunks accounted 
for 394 out of 944 cases total and fox cases declined significantly to 271. Bat cases increased somewhat in western and eastern re-
gions. 
 

 
Figure 18. In the 1980s, skunks became the dominant reservoir species of rabies in central and northeastern Tennessee, accounting 
for 1315 out of 1548 cases total. Bat cases numbered at 115, now becoming a little more widespread. 
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Figure 19. Throughout the 1990s, skunk cases had decreased, but still remained the dominant rabies reservoir with 792 out of 965 
cases total. Bat cases also declined to 87, though the cases began occurring more widespread in eastern regions. 
 

 
Figure 20. In the 2000s, skunks were still the dominant rabies reservoir, with 689 out of 1011 cases total. Unlike previous decades, 
raccoon cases began occurring much more in the east, with 84 cases documented in all. 
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Figure 21. Thus far into the 2010s, skunks are still dominant in terms of being rabies carriers, but now only account for 153 out of 
229 cases total, which is a great drop compared to decades prior. Bats cases number to 39, while raccoons are at 8, which may be 
reflective of rabies vaccination programs. 
 

 
Figure 22. Overall, from the years of 1942-2014, the total numbers of rabies cases in the five animals of concern are as follows: 
Bat: 614; Dog: 3943; Fox: 2990; Raccoon: 105; Skunk: 3663 cases. Dog cases, represented in orange, have an obvious spike and de-
crease from the 1940s-1960s. Fox cases, represented by the silver bar, display growth and a spike in the 1950s-1960s, also dwin-
dling down in later decades. From the 1960s-2010s, skunks and bats, represented by dark blue and magenta respectively, have 
been steadily documented, with a spike in the 1980s for skunks and a slow decrease. Raccoons, represented in yellow, accounted 
for the least amount of rabies cases throughout the decades. 
 

reports and the animals sighted the most with the virus. Dogs were accounted 
for the most, with skunks and foxes also being in high count; raccoons were ac-
counted for the least (see Figure 22) [18] [19]. 
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4.3. Habitat Connectivity Model 

Circuitscape [16] was able to solve for 45 focal node pairs and output a current 
map that displayed potential spread probabilities throughout the 6-county area 
(see Figure 23). In the immediate areas surrounding the focal nodes, conductive 
strength was very high, but decreased to moderate or low over many of the areas 
throughout the study region. This may be reflective of how the selected habitat 
type for rabies spread does not have as strong connectivity throughout the re-
gion, which may have contributed to the decrease in cases in recent decades. 
Barriers in the landscape may have included the Tennessee River, a major water 
body in the region, as well as ridges and other stream systems that may naturally 
fragment spread potential [14] [20]. 

 

 
Figure 23. CircuitScape connectivity model: red areas indicate high levels of habitat con-
nectivity to yield higher probability of disease in the landscape, which were approximate 
to test node locations; yellow areas would experience moderate spread; blue areas would 
experience little to no spread, based on the selected habitat modeling scheme. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusions 

Expanding on pre-existing knowledge provided by health agencies and replicat-
ing predictive methods from similar research can hopefully give us a better idea 
on how to handle viral epidemics. Relating spread to a landscape, as this study 
was specialized for, can also allow insight into spatial thinking, which is an as-
pect that should more often be considered with disease studies. The CDC, 
TWRA, USDA, TDH, and other related agencies would be able to use this infor- 
mation to add to their databases and to possibly enhance prevention strategies 
for rabies.  

The spatial modeling methods performed in this study may reveal which sce-
narios could be more efficient for rabies monitoring and mapping. The polygon 
ranges displayed very broad coverage, but may not represent the true range of 
rabies in the state as finely as the density maps. At the same time, the density 
maps are dependent on point data coming from consistent reports throughout 
the years. If rabies reports were not consistently given, hotspots may be biased to 
certain areas, such as those with high population densities. Both methods are 
able to give visual representation of basic presence, however, largely differing in 
broadness of coverage and spatial resolution. 

Throughout the decades, certain groups of animals were documented in large 
numbers, seeming to occur in waves. The fact that dogs were documented with 
rabies most in the 1940s-1950s could be attributed to less vaccination strategies 
in place during the time period or simply less documentation of rabid wildlife 
during that era (Figure 14 and Figure 15). Dog cases decreased dramatically by 
the 1960s, while fox cases began occurring at a greater scale during that same 
decade, where central Tennessee’s more homogenous landscape might have faci-
litated the spread more (Figure 16). In the remaining decades and up to the 
present, skunks took the place of foxes in terms of high rabies counts within the 
same regions of the state (Figures 17-20). These trends in rabid wildlife and 
where these waves occurred allow for speculation of what regions should be con-
sidered for further spatial analysis and consideration of landscape ecology. 

Predictive modeling is often an experimental frontier, though it continues to 
be of great use in spatial studies. Connectivity models can display habitat corri-
dors that may not be noticeable at a glance and can give quick indications of 
which areas need to be monitored more closely. The output from Circuitscape 
[16] in this study (Figure 23) displayed generally broad potential for infected 
animals to spread throughout the landscape, but the variation in landscape 
seemed to break higher potential in many areas [4] [11]. This observation may 
explain why the southeastern region of Tennessee may not have experienced as 
high of a rabies outbreak over the years, as non-homogenous landscapes can create 
landscape barriers to infected animals [20]. 

Further research should be performed in regard to spatial prediction and 
analysis, as not every aspect of the landscape with disease behavior was explored 
in this study. A potential study could focus on a certain species of animal and 
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model movement of a diseased version of that organism. Alternatively, focusing 
on a different land cover type to simulate as habitat corridors could reveal new 
areas to monitor for the disease. Real-time mapping tools for rabies surveillance 
should also be developed to better allow citizens to track animals appearing to be 
rapid, which could allow more data accumulation in the realm of citizen science 
[21]. 

Another aspect to be addressed in a future study is the association of rabies 
reports with highly populated areas. In the cumulative density model (see Figure 
13), highly developed areas of the state accounted for the most reports. This oc-
currence may have been due to more active detections in those areas, caused by 
concerned civilians; at the same time, the availability of medical facilities to di-
agnose rabies may have also had influence. This study’s main focus was to assess 
rabies occurrence based on available data, which unexpectedly unveiled trends in 
data occurrence need to be studied further. 

This research created distribution and density summaries of documented ra-
bies occurrence in Tennessee, which was previously understudied for decades in 
this area. The predictive aspects tested methods for mapping disease potential 
and habitat connectivity throughout unique landscapes of Tennessee. In addi-
tion, the aforementioned models can identify other areas needing rabies moni-
toring in the state. As shown in this study, continuous monitoring and model 
creation of this virus, along with utilization of landscape analysis software, can 
assist in spatial reasoning for future vigilance.  
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